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Abstract

This paper proposes a residue theorem based soft sliding mode control strategy for a permanent magnet
synchronous generator (PMSG) based wind power generation system (WPGS), to achieve the maximum energy
conversion and improved in the system dynamic performance. The main idea is to set a soft dynamic boundary for
the controlled variables around a reference point. Thus the controlled variables would lie on a point inside the
boundary. The convergence of the operating point is ensured by following the Forward Euler method. The proposed
control has been verified via simulation and experiments, compared with conventional sliding mode control (SMC)
and proportional integral (PI) control.
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1 Introduction
Wind energy is growing fast in the world and is one of
the most explored renewable energy sources. The con-
trol strategy of WPGS can affect the amount of extracted
power from the wind [1]. The wind is a source of energy
which is highly affected by the uncertain fluctuations. As a
result, wind power generation system can be described as
a complex nonlinear system operates in highly uncertain
environments which demand a tight control management
[2]. The control system of WPGS plays an important
role to affect the amount of extracted power from wind.
WPGSs need the controller to make MPPT process has
fewer overshoots in the speed response and smooth tran-
sit between different operation regions [3].
SMC has been investigated for WPGS due to its robust-

ness and simple structure [4]. Elimination of chattering
effect is an area of concern when implementing SMC.
Although this can be avoided by a slight change in the
sliding mode dynamics, it has been deduced in [5] that
the discontinuity dynamics change the ultimate robust-
ness and accuracy of the sliding mode nature are partially
lost.
This paper proposes Residue Theorem based soft slid-

ing mode control for wind power generation systems to
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improve the energy conversion ratio and the dynamic
performance with a better ability to handle the uncertain-
ties. There are two controllers developed with different
boundary definition in this paper. The main idea is to set
a soft dynamic boundary for controlled variables around a
reference point, so that controlled variables lie on a point
inside the boundary. The soft dynamic boundary will keep
the control signal continuous. The soft changing man-
ner of the boundary allows the speed to settle in reduced
damping, and this prevents the WPGS from a mechan-
ical shaft stress and damage. During transient state, as
a PMSG accelerating the generated control boundary
decreases smoothly, since the generated control bound-
ary depends on the difference between the actual and
reference speeds. Then at steady state, the generated con-
trol boundary become almost zero. Also, a wind speed
estimation algorithm is designed and implemented which
provides a solution with the wind speed measurement.
This paper is organised as the following: The first

section presents the modelling of PMSG based WPGS.
Then WPGS with PI control is illustrated. Besides, SMC
is developed for a PMSG based WPGS. The residual
control method and the design of the two controllers
is shown and explained in this paper. In one controller
the proposed method is implemented in the speed con-
trol loop of the PMSG, where in the second controller
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the proposed control method is implemented in speed
and dq-axis currents control loops. Also in this section, a
wind speed estimation algorithm is proposed and imple-
mented in theWPGS controller. After that, the simulation
results and analysis is presented. Also, the compari-
son between residual and SM controller is undertaken.
Following the simulation results, the experimental ver-
ification are illustrated to validate the proposed con-
trol strategy. The whole paper is concluded in the final
section.

2 Systemmodel and vector control with PI
The investigated WPGS, shown in Fig. 1a, consists
of a vertical axial wind turbine (VAWT) coupled
directly to a sinusoidal back-EMF PMSG. The out-
put of the PMSG is connected to an uncontrolled
AC/DC rectifier. The DC output of the rectifier is
connected to a DC/DC boost converter. The boost
converter is operating in the continuous conduction
mode.

The output power of a wind turbine is the extracted
kinetic energy stored in wind multiplied by a power
coefficient. The wind power is directly proportional to the
cube of wind speed [6].

Pw = 1
2
ρAV 3

w, (1)

The extracted mechanical power is calculated as multi-
plying the wind power by a power coefficient as follows:

Pm = 1
2
ρCpAV 3

w. (2)

The calculation of a power coefficient Cp depends on
wind turbine types, i.e. vertical axis and horizontal axis
wind turbine. Cp is a function of the tip speed ratio λ and
the pitch angle of the blade. This relationship is normally

Fig. 1 System description and control. aWind generator system description and control of Residual for speed controller. b The control diagram of
Residual for speed and currents controller
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provided by the wind turbine manufacturers. In order to
approximate the value of the power coefficient, polynomi-
als method were introduced [7]. Generally, for small-scale
WPGSs the pitch angle is fixed to avoid the high cost
of controlling mechanical pitch angles. In this research
the equation which relates Cp and TSR is given as the
following [6]:

Cp = −0.13λ3 − 0.12λ2 + 0.45λ, λ = ωrR
Vw

, (3)

By solving Eq. (3) for a TSR from 0 to 2, the WPGS can
extract the maximum power from the wind when the TSR
is equal to 0.82 and the maximum Cp is 0.221.

2.1 PMSGModel
The PMSG can be modelled in the dq-synchronous ref-
erence frame. The d-axis is aligned with the magnet axis,
and the q-axis is orthogonal to the d-axis with respect
to the direction of rotation [8]. The representation of the
PMSG in the d − q synchronous reference is shown as
below:

Vd = Rsid + Ld did
dt − ωeLqiq,

Vq = Rsiq + Lq
diq
dt + ωe(Ldid + ψPM).

}
(4)

The mechanical behavior of the PMSG can be described
as the following:

Tm = Te + J dωr
dt + Bωr ,

ωe = pωr ,
Te = 1.5p(ψPMiq + (Ld − Lq)idiq),

⎫⎬
⎭ (5)

In order to implement vector control strategy, the lin-
earization of the voltage equation is necessary. The lin-
earization of the PMSG model is done by removing the
cross-coupling between the dq-axis voltages [9]. This
cross coupling can be seen in voltage equations in terms of
−ωeLqiq and ωe(Ldid +ψPM) for d-axis and q-axis respec-
tively. The dq-axis voltages equations after removing the
cross-coupling are as follow:

Vd = Rsid + Ld
did
dt

, (6)

Vq = Rsiq + Lq
diq
dt

. (7)

2.2 Vector control with PI
Proportional and Integral controllers are commonly used
in control applications since they are easy to design,
implement and tune. However, in WPGS classical PI con-
trollers might not be the desired control strategy as it
becomes difficult to handle uncertainties in nonlinear
environments. So that the achievement of efficient and

robust operations can not guaranteed. Generally, the idea
of PI controller is to regulate the error between the mea-
sured input and the desired output. This error along with
its integral provide a signal for the controller action with
respect to time [10].
In this application, PI control strategy has been imple-

mented to investigate the system dynamics and to com-
pare them with advanced control strategies. In WPGS
application, the PI controller has been employed to PMSG
after removing the cross-coupling between the d-axis
and q-axis circuits. The linear model after adding the
decoupling voltages, which remove the cross-coupling to
improve the system dynamic performance, to the sys-
tem can be shown in (6) and (7). The structure of the PI
controller can be shown as follows [10]:

G(s) = kp + ki
s
, (8)

The closed loop transfer functions of the speed control,
the d-axis and q-axis currents control can be shown in
Fig. 2, which illustrates the linearized model of a PMSG
with PI speed and current controllers.

3 Maximum power point tracking controller
using slidingmode control

Slidingmode control has the advantages of quick response
and robustness. It can be defined as a variable structure
control strategy based on the feedback and high frequency
switching control [11]. Moreover, it is insensitive to sys-
tem parameter changes, disturbances and load variations
[12]. The design of SMC consists of two main stages. The
first stage is to achieve the design of a stable sliding sur-
face. The second stage aims to obtain an optimum design
of a control law, which forces system operating points to
reach a predetermined surface in finite time [13, 14].

3.1 Speed controller design
A speed controller is designed in order to achieve a ref-
erence optimal value of rotation speed ωr , which is the
optimal rotation speed. Consequently, a maximum power
extraction can be obtained. The mechanical speed error is
defined as the difference between the actual mechanical
speed of PMSG and the reference speed ωrref generated
from an MPPT controller, which is expressed as follows:

e1 = ωrref − ωr . (9)

For n = 1, the sliding surface can be obtained then the
speed controller can be designed as the following:
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Fig. 2 Block diagram of the linearised model of a PMSG with PI speed and current controllers

s(ωr) = e,
ṡ(ωr) = ω̇rref − 1

J Tm + 1
J Te + B

J ωr ,
ṡ(ωr) = ω̇rref − 1

J Tm + 1.5pψPM
J iq + B

J ωr ,
ueq = ieqq = J

1.5pλPM ( 1J Tm − ω̇rref − B
J ωr).

⎫⎪⎪⎪⎬
⎪⎪⎪⎭

(10)

The proposed speed controller is derived as (11).

u1 = J
1.5pλPM

(
1
J
Tm − ω̇rref − B

J
ωr) − Kωsgn(e1

)
.(11)

3.2 Direct current controller design
To implement the Field Orientated Control (FOC) [15],
the direct current or the d-axis current is set to zero.
So the d-axis current error is the difference between the
actual d-axis current and zero, which is expressed as
below:

e2 = idref − id, idref = 0. (12)

For n = 1, the sliding surface can be obtained.
Hence, the d-axis current controller can be designed as
follows:

s(id) = e
did
dt = 1

Ld (Vd − Raid + Ldωeiq),
ṡ(id) = i̇dref − Vd

Ld + Ra
Ld id − ωeiq,

ueq = Veq
d = Ld(i̇dref + Ra

Ld id − ωeiq).

⎫⎪⎪⎪⎪⎬
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎭

(13)

The proposed direct current controller design is shown
in (14).

u2 = Ld
(
i̇drref + Ra

Ld
id − ωeiq

)
− Kdsgn(e2). (14)

3.3 Quadrature current controller design
The quadrature current controller is used in order to
obtain a q-axis reference voltage. The reference quadra-
ture current, which is generated from the speed controller,
is compared to the actual q-axis current of the PMSG to
obtain the q-axis current error. It is expressed as below:

e3 = iqref − iq. (15)

For n = 1, the sliding surface can be obtained and the
controller can be designed as the following:

s(iq) = e
diq
dt = 1

Lq (Vq − Raiq − Lqωeid − ωeψPM),
ṡ(iq) = i̇qref − Vq

Lq + Ra
Lq iq + ωeid + ωe

ψPM
Lq ,

ueq = Veq
q = Lq(i̇qref + Ra

Lq iq + ωeid + ωe
ψPM
Lq ),

⎫⎪⎪⎪⎪⎬
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎭
(16)

Fig. 3 Illustration of the Cauchy’s Residue Theorem
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Fig. 4 The proposed dynamic speed Control boundary based on
Cauchy’s Residue Theorem a The designed speed control boundary
based on Residue Theorem. b Zoom in the designed speed control
boundary

The proposed quadrature direct current controller
design is derives as (17).

u3 = Lq
(
i̇qref + Rs

Lq
iq + ωeid + ωe

ψPM
Lq

)
−Kqsgn(e3).

(17)

Finally, the values of the d-axis and q-axis voltages are
used in order to generate a control signal using pulse
width modulation (PWM).

4 Residue theorem based SMC
4.1 Residue theorem
The residue theorem is considered as one of the best tools
to predict the area under a curve. The Cauchy Theorem
stated that if a function is analytic on and in a closed
contour C, then the integral over the closed contour is
zero [16, 17].

Theorem 1. Let D be a simply connected domain, and let
C be a simple closed positively oriented contour that lies in
D. If f (z) is analytic inside and on C, except at the points

z1, z2, ....., zn that lie inside C, then

∮
f (z)dz = 2πι

n∑
k=1

RES[ f , zk] . (18)

The illustration of such a situation is shown in Fig. 3, and
the general form of the residue theorem can be expressed
in Eq. (19).

RES f (x) = 1
2πι

∫ +∞

−∞
f (x) dx. (19)

The forward Euler method which is represented by
Eq. (20), is implemented to ensure the convergence of the
point to the reference point, so that the stability of the
system is maintained [18, 19].

ẏ ≈ y(t + h) − y(t)
h

. (20)

4.2 Using residual for speed controller
In this controller (Residual for speed controller), a speed
control loop has been designed using the residue theorem
where the dq-axis current controllers are controlled using
PI controllers. The speed boundary area is selected to be
between a reference point plus the absolute value of the
error and the reference point minus the absolute value of
the error. The speed error (e) is the difference between the
reference point and the actual measured point of speed.
The implementation of Eq. (19) to the speed controller
is done by assuming that at each point of time the speed
lies in the boundary between the reference speed (ωrref )
plus error and the reference speed minus error. The rotor
speed can be expressed as follows:

RES(ωr) = 1
2πι

∫ ωrref+e

ωrref−e

ωr dω. (21)

By solving the above integration, the definition of the
controlled speed can be described as:

RES(ωr) =| ωrref e
π

| . (22)

The speed error is defined according to the forward
Euler method to ensure the convergence of the speed to
the reference speed which is shown in Eq. (20).

ė = e + c
e = ωrref − ωr

}
(23)

By solving (23),

ω̇rref − ω̇r = ωrref − ωr + c (24)
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Fig. 5 Simulation results of the proposed controllers a Actual speed tracking the reference speed of Residual for speed controller. b Actual speed
tracking the optimum speed of Residual for speed and currents controller

Solving (24) with respect to themechanical speed Eq. (5)
to get the final design equation, which is used to generate
the q-axis reference current. Then the design equation is
presented in (25).

iq = 3
2pψPM

[
Tm − Bωr − J

π
ωrref − JK

]
. (25)

4.2.1 Controller stability analysis
The stability of a controller is determined by implement-
ing the forward Euler which ensures the convergence
of the operating point to the boundary. The forward
Euler converges strongly when the function is Lipschitz
[19, 20]. Assume that wind speeds change from 8 m/s
to 10 m/s then the reference speed, which is generated
from an MPPT controller, changes from ωrref 1 to ωrref 2.
Hence the rate of change of the actual speed is as the
following:

Fig. 6 Power coefficient Cp of WPGS with the proposed controllers

ω̇r = ω̇rref − ωrref 2 + ωr1 − c. (26)

It should be noted that the term ω̇rref has the high-
est influence in the controller decision. Furthermore, the
change in the actual speed has the same sign of the change

Fig. 7 Simulation result of the speed estimation a Calculated
reference speed versus the Estimated reference speed. b Actual
speed tracking the estimated reference speed of Residual for speed
and currents controller
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Table 1 Comparision between PI, SMC and Residual control

PI SMC Residual control

Rise Time (ms) 29 53.7 52.5

Settling Time (ms) 250 230 210

Maximum Steady-States error (rad\s) 0.035 0.13 0.055

Low Speed Chattering (rad\s) 0.1 0.117 0.13

High Speed Chattering (rad\s) 0.088 0.098 0.093

Power coefficient (Cp) 0.2166 0.2167 0.2221

of the reference speed. The value of the constant c should
ensure the convergence of the system and the stability and
it must meet the following Lipschitz condition [21]:

c ≤ |ω̇r − ω̇rref |
|ωr − ωrref | . (27)

4.3 Using residual for speed and currents controller
In this controller (Residual for speed and currents con-
troller), the speed and dq-axis current controller are
designed using the residue theorem. The boundaries are
selected to be the reference value plus the error and
the reference value minus the error. The linearized dq-
axis equations and the final design equations are shown
in (28) [22].

Vd = RsId + Ldid
dt ,

Vq = RsIq + Ldiq
dt ,

Vd = RsId + LK ,
Vq = RsIq + L e iqref

π
+ LK .

⎫⎪⎪⎪⎬
⎪⎪⎪⎭

(28)

The exact value of a rotor position angle is required
in order to implement a dq-axis model. Many techniques
for estimating the rotor position have been reported
[23, 24]. In this controller, a back-EMF observer has been
used to estimate the rotor position, since the back-EMF
is a function of the rotating speed. The sinusoidal back-
EMF equation in the α − β coordinate can be denoted as
follows [22]:

eα = L d
dt iα + Rsiα + Vα ,

eβ = L d
dt iβ + Rsiβ + Vβ ,

}
(29)

where eαβ , Vαβ and iαβ are the back emf, voltage and cur-
rent of a PMSG in the α−β co-ordinate and L is the PMSG
inductance. The rotor position θ can be estimated from
Eq. (29) as follows [25]:

θ̂ = tan−1
(
eα
eβ

)
. (30)

The values of the dq-axis voltages are used to generate
a control signal of a pulse width modulation (PWM). The
dq-axis voltages are normalized and compared with a tri-
angular signal with an amplitude of 1 and a frequency of
20 kHz.

4.4 Using proposed residual controller with estimated
reference speed

One of the most important issues in WPGS control is the
measurement of the wind speed. The accuracy of the wind
speeds measurement can not be ensured using a single
anemometer. Also, the data recorded using SCADA sys-
tem contain noticeable deviations which influence in the
power conversion efficiency [26]. In this controller, the
wind speed is estimated using MPPT algorithm, and the
reference speed is generated using the estimated data. The
wind power model which is expressed in Eqs. 2 and 3 can
be solved for the wind speed and the Pm is assumed to be
the output DC power. The estimated wind speed can be
shown as the following:

Vw =
−D21ω2

r ±
√
D2
21ω

4
r − 4D11ωr

(
D31ω3

r − VI
)

2D11ωr
.

(31)

where D11 = 0.0960, D21 = −0.0098 and D31 = −0.0040.
The MPPT controller is implemented in the proposed
controller-II which is presented in Section 4.3.

Fig. 8 Comparison between PI, SM and Residual controllers. a Speed response of PI, SM and Residual controllers. b Zoom in the speed response of
PI, SM and Residual controllers. c Speed error of PI, SM and Residual controllers
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Fig. 9 Achieved Cp of PI, SM and Residual controllers

5 Simulation results and analysis
The control diagrams of the two developed MPPT con-
trollers, i.e. Residual for speed controller and Resid-
ual for speed and currents controller are shown
in Fig. 1a and b respectively. For both the con-
trollers, the dq-model is obtained, and the measure-
ment of wind speed is required. The PMSG voltage
and current are measured, and the rotor position is
required.
In this paper, the modelled wind turbine is a vertical

axial wind turbine(VAWT), and the generator is a PMSG.
TheWPGSmodel has been simulated under variable wind
speeds. The wind speed starts at 8 m/s then it goes to 10
m/s at t = 1 s. For each wind speed the controllers gener-
ate reference speed for optimal operation. The parameters
of the PMSG and the VAWT employed in this simulation
are illustrated in the Appendix, where the power rating is
500 W.
The two controllers have been simulated using MAT-

LAB/SIMULINK. Figure 4 shows the speed dynamic
boundary of the system. It is clear that the speed bound-
ary is decreasing when the PMSG is accelerating. In
addition, the integration effect makes the boundary lim-
its changing soft. It can be noted that during tran-
sients, the dynamic boundary converges smoothly and
fast enough to ensure the system robustness. Figures 5a
shows the actual speed tracking the reference speed
for the first proposed controller (Residual for speed
controller). It is noticeable that the actual speed is
accurately tracking the reference speed without any over-
shoots or steady-state errors. Also, the response speed
is very fast and the settling time is at a satisfactory
level.
Figure 5b shows the actual speed tracking the refer-

ence speed for the second proposed controller (Residual
for speed and currents controller). It is noticeable that

the actual speed is perfectly tracking the reference speed.
There is a small overshoot appears in the speed response,
which can be acceptable. The response speed is very fast
and the settling time is at a satisfactory level.
The maximum conversion of power is ensured and

clearly shown in Fig. 6. The Cp is at its maximum value
of 0.22.
Figure 7 shows the actual rotor speed tracking the esti-

mated reference speed generated from the MPPT algo-
rithm. Also, the actual reference speed which is obtained
from real wind measurement is shown in the figure. It is
clear that the estimated reference speed is almost equal to
the actual reference speed.

5.1 Comparison with PI and SMC
The proposed Residual for speed controller has been
compared to a classical PI controller and a sliding
mode controller. The comparison results are presented
in Table 1 and Fig. 8. The residual controller is bet-
ter than the PI and SMC in terms of achieving MPP.
Figures 8a and 8b show the speed errors for the both
controllers and a zoom in the speed error respec-
tively. It can be seen that the speed error of the resid-
ual controller changing around zero, which means the
rotor speed reaches the reference speed and varies
around the designed speed boundary. Although, the speed
response when using sliding mode controller reaches
the reference speed perfectly. The speed error slide
above zero. Moreover, the dynamic boundary of the
residual controller is clearly at high speed as shown
in Fig. 8a.
Figure 8c shows the speed response of the three

controllers for time analysis. It can be seen that the
controllers’ actions are fast. The residual controller

Fig. 10 Experimental set up for WPGS
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Fig. 11 Experimental test results at 8 m/s wind speed. a Actual speed tracking reference speed using wind speed measurements. b Actual speed
tracking reference speed using wind speed estimator. c Zoom in the actual speed tracking reference speed using wind speed estimator

Fig. 12 Experimental test results. a Tip speed ratio λ at estimated (8m/s) wind speed. b Zoom in the tip speed ratio λ at estimated (8m/s) wind speed

Fig. 13 Experimental test results. a Power coefficient Cp at estimated (8 m/s) wind speed. b Power coefficient Cp at estimated (8 m/s) wind speed

Fig. 14 Experimental test results at 8 m/s wind speed. a Actual speed tracking reference speed during a step change in wind speed from 8 to 10
m/s. b Actual wind speed versus estimated wind speed
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rises faster than the SMC but slower than PI. The
settling time for the residual controller is less than
PI and SMC. It is worth to note that the resid-
ual controller has the highest power coefficient over
other controllers as illustrated in Fig. 9. The power
extracted when using the residual controller is 2.5% than
when using SMC. The reason is that the rotor speed
under residual controller slightly varies around the zero,
which can be an advantage of introducing the dynamic
boundary.
According to Table 1, the chattering effect of SMC at low

speed is less than the residual controller. However, at high
speed, the chattering effect reduces in the residual con-
troller and increases in the SMC. It can be concluded that
the residual controller has advantages over both PI and
SMC, i.e. more power efficient, better dynamic perfor-
mance, simple structure and implementation. Although,
the SMC is simple structure control. It can be more
complicated to overcome the chattering effect.

6 Experimental verifications
The experimental tests have been conducted using a
WPGS test bench shown in Fig. 10. The WPGS test
bench consists of PMSG coupled with a 3-phase induc-
tion motor, which approximates the wind speeds in
terms of mechanical torque. The 3-phase outputs of
the PMSG are connected to a DC-DC boost converter
to supply a resistive load. The measurements and con-
trol system are sampled and implemented by dSPACE
DS1104 controller. Voltage and current transducers are
used for measurement where an encoder is used for
speed measurements. The experimental tests have been
performed under two level of wind speeds 8 m/s and
10 m/s focusing in the transients response. The wind
speed estimator was tested and implemented in the
controller.

6.1 Experimental results and analysis
The actual speed tracking the reference speed at a wind
speed of 8 m/s is shown in Fig. 11a. It can be seen
that the proposed controller tracks the reference value.
It is important to note that the soft changing dynam-
ics caused by the controller allows a time to settle the
generator which can prevent a mechanical stress on the
drive train. The discussed wind speed estimator has been
implemented in the control system. The results are pre-
sented in Figs. 11b and 11c. The optimal TSR has been
achieved as shown in Figs. 12a and 12b. The power
coefficient, which is illustrated in Fig. 13a indicates a
maximum power conversion ability of 0.216, where the
theoretical maximum value of Cp is 0.22. Figure 13b
gives a clear picture of the achieved power coefficient.
It is shown that the performance of the WPGS was
enhanced when using wind speed estimator in terms of

settling time and overshoots. The transients response is
shown in Fig. 14a. It shows actual speed tracking the
reference speed during a step change in wind speed
from 8 to 10 m/s. It was clear that the controller per-
fectly reacts with a varying reference signal and main-
tains the desired action in fast and smooth manner.
Finally, the performance of the wind speed estimator dur-
ing the experimental verification is shown in Fig. 14b,
in which the actual wind speed perfectly match the
estimated one.

7 Conclusion
In this paper, a control method based on the residue
theorem has been developed forWPGS. By creating a soft
boundary around a reference point, the control variables
are controlled to lie inside the boundary instead of a par-
ticular value. two types of controllers have been designed.
For both controllers, the convergence of the manipulat-
ing variable to the set point is calculated by the forward
Euler method, where the exponential function ensures the
convergence for the third controller. The two proposed
controllers have been simulated and tested experimen-
tally to validate the control scheme. The soft con-
trol strategy developed provides a stable operation
which can be partially lost when changing the dis-
continuity behavior of SMC. The overshoot is com-
pletely absent, and the response speed is fast and soft
enough. It can be concluded that using the residue
control method with the combination of PI controller
improves the dynamics performance for the PMSG based
WPGS.
The experimental results as well as the simulation

results, which is shown in Table 1, show that the pro-
posed controller overcome the limitations of PI and SMC
control in terms of overshoots and energy conversion
efficiency. Also, a wind speed estimation algorithm has
been introduced in this study. It can be concluded that
the dynamic performance of the system and the energy
conversion ratio have been improved when using the
estimated value of the wind speed. Besides, a compar-
ative study between PI, SMC and residual controllers
has been presented. Based on the comparison, the resid-
ual controller shows improved dynamic performance
and higher energy conversion ratio than both PI and
SMC.
It can be concluded that this method has been proposed

and implemented in VAWT and it can be also imple-
mented in other system as there is no specific design
limitations shown. That is because the method is pro-
posed based on mathematical theory and is not a system
based. Although, the investigated system is of small-
scale, the implementation of the proposed control tech-
nique to a medium and large scale system is considered
in future.
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Appendix

Table 2 Nomenclature

Pw : Wind turbine power Pm : Extracted mechanical
power

ψPM : Permanent magnet flux S: Sliding surface

idq : Direct and quadrature
currents

Cp : Power coefficient

ωr,e : Mechanical and electrical
speeds

λ: Tip speed ratio

R: Radius of the wind turbine
rotor

ρ : Air density

Vdq : Direct and quadrature
voltages

Vw : Wind speed

Ldq : Direct and quadrature
inductance

Rs : Stator resistance

Tm,e : Mechanical and electrical
torques

e: Error

B: Viscus friction coefficient J: PMSG inertia

A: Swept area of the wind
turbine

γ : Positive constant
matrix

Vαβ : PMSG voltage in α − β

coordinate
xref : Reference Value

eαβ : PMSG back-EMF in α − β

coordinate
x: Controlled variable

iαβ : PMSG current in α − β

coordinate
L: PMSG inductance

y: Controlled variable h: Step size

K,ω,d,q , Y , Z, k and c: Constants

Table 3 Parameters of the WPGS

Parameters Value

VAWT

Type Savonius VAWT

Maximum Power Coefficient 0.22

Optimal TSR 0.82

PMSG

Type GL-PMG500A

Rated Power 500 W

Stator Winding Resistance 0.35 �

Moment of Inertia 0.066 Kg.m2
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